Project Copper
A Highly Reputable and
Growing Electrical Contractor

Key Features + Opportunities

Introduction

A highly profitable business with a turnover

Project Copper is an opportunity to acquire a highly
reputable and growing electrical contractor operating
in the North of England. This established Yorkshirebased business has gained an excellent reputation for
providing a high quality service in both the domestic
and commercial sectors.

approaching £2.5m and an EBITDA in excess of £245k.
Growing revenue and increasing margins.
An excellent reputation with strong commercial and
domestic customer bases.
Significant further growth potential within the existing

Following a management buy-out the current owners
have overseen a period of significant growth, both in
turnover and profitability.

customer-base and potential to capitalise on high
demand in other areas.
A highly-skilled and loyal workforce.

The business has developed a number of excellent longterm relationships with high profile commercial clients,
from whom there is an increasing demand for supply. It
provides a wide service offering ranging from repairs
and installation work to technical drawings and project
management.

An excellent bolt-on opportunity for an existing
operator to access this market location, or to
compliment on existing M&E operator.
The business holds accreditations with all of the major
safety standards compliance bodies.

Further Information
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If you would like further information
regarding this opportunity, please
contact us. Upon enquiry we will issue
a confidentiality agreement for signing
before providing a detailed Information
Memorandum on the business.
Tony Farmer - Corporate Finance Partner
tfarmer@garbutt-elliott.co.uk
07780467511
Nick Barker - Senior Corporate Finance Manager
nbarker@garbutt-elliott.co.uk
07825299657

Email: hello@garbutt-elliott.co.uk | Leeds: 0
 113 2739 600 | York: 01904 464100
Web: www.garbutt-elliott.co.uk
Garbutt_Elliott
Disclaimer: The purpose of this document is to assist the recipient in deciding whether to investigate the possibility of acquiring the business. It is not intended to form the basis of an acquisition
decision. The recipient must make their own independent assessment of the business and should obtain independent professional advice. The information in this document has not been independently
verified by Garbutt & Elliott LLP, who do not give, nor have any authority to give, any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to its accuracy or completeness.

